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Abstract: When playing violent video games, aggressive actions are performed against the
background of an originally neutral environment, and associations are formed between
cues related to violence and contextual features. This experiment examined the hypothesis
that neutral contextual features of a virtual environment become associated with aggressive
meaning and acquire the function of primes for aggressive cognitions. Seventy-six
participants were assigned to one of two violent video game conditions that varied in
context (ship vs. city environment) or a control condition. Afterwards, they completed a
Lexical Decision Task to measure the accessibility of aggressive cognitions in which they
were primed either with ship-related or city-related words. As predicted, participants who
had played the violent game in the ship environment had shorter reaction times for
aggressive words following the ship primes than the city primes, whereas participants in
the city condition responded faster to the aggressive words following the city primes
compared to the ship primes. No parallel effect was observed for the non-aggressive
targets. The findings indicate that the associations between violent and neutral cognitions
learned during violent game play facilitate the accessibility of aggressive cognitions.
Keywords: media violence; aggressive cognitions; associative networks; learning

1. Introduction
Computer games are used to teach about a wide array of different topics, such as mathematical
skills, medical procedures, or behavior in emergency situations (for a review [1]), and they are also
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used for the purposes of product advertising [2]. Employing computer games for these purposes is
based on the assumption that the information presented to players during game play becomes relevant
in the real world. Since aggressive content is an important part of many computer games [3], and
aggressive content in a game is embedded in a wide range of contexts and backgrounds, the aim of this
study was to investigate whether these originally neutral contexts become retrieval cues for aggressive
cognitions after playing a violent game. According to the General Aggression Model [4], aggressive
cognitions play a key role in paving the way for aggressive behavior. People for whom aggressive
thoughts are easily accessible have a lower threshold for acting aggressively because they can more
easily retrieve these kinds of behavior from memory [5].
Aggressive cognitions may be chronically salient or activated situationally, for example, through a
provocation. In addition, aggressive behavior can be triggered indirectly through associations with
other stimuli. Berkowitz and LePage’s [6] finding that the mere presence of weapons leads to an
increase in aggressive behavior in participants who were previously angered suggests that the presence
of a stimulus associated with aggression, such as a weapon, increases aggressive behavior. Anderson,
Benjamin, and Bartholow [7] demonstrated that the mere presence of weapons also leads to an increase
in aggressive cognitions. However, the effect of associated cues on triggering aggressive cognitions
and behavior critically depends on the meaning assigned to the cue. For example, hunters showed a
“weapons effect” in terms of faster recognition and more aggressive behavior following the
presentation of an assault gun, but not after the presentation of a hunting gun. Non-hunters showed
faster recognition for aggressive words and more aggressive behavior after seeing pictures of hunting
guns as opposed to assault guns [8]. These differences in associations between guns and aggressive
cognitions are explained as a result of differences in learning histories.
While weapons are clearly part of an associative network of aggression-related concepts, neutral concepts
with no explicit link to aggression, such as hot temperatures [9], African American ethnicity [10],
or alcohol [11], can also cue the retrieval of aggression-related concepts, which may translate into
aggressive behavior, as shown by Bargh, Chen, and Burrows [12]. They primed half of their
participants with Caucasian ethnicity, while the other half was primed with African American
ethnicity. After 130 trials of a boring and tedious task, a computer failure was simulated and the
experimenter informed the participants that they would have to repeat the task. Participants who were
primed with the African American ethnicity stereotype showed significantly more aggressive behavior
in response to this provocation than those primed with the Caucasian ethnicity stereotype.
These studies are based on the concept of memory as a semantic network in which the constructs
are represented as nodes and the relations between them are represented as associations [13,14]. Any
learning experience is encoded in the associations between the nodes. For hunters, the associations
between hunting guns and aggression are weaker than for non-hunters because they have learned to
associate hunting guns with sports.
Aggressive actions performed during video game play have been shown to function as primes that
facilitate the activation of aggressive cognitions. A meta-analysis of 53 studies found an overall effect
of r = 0.16 for an increase in aggressive cognitions after playing violent video games [15]. This
research assumes that the violence encountered during game play is responsible for priming aggressive
thoughts. In the present study, we propose an additional mechanism through which violent video game
play may promote aggressive cognitions. We predict that originally neutral cues that are encountered
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in the context of playing a violent video game will become associated with aggressive cognitions
through a learning process, thereby acquiring the function of primes for aggressive cognitions outside
the game context.
Learning theories predict that concepts that are repeatedly presented together become associated
with each other [14,16]. This means that media users should learn to associate the context in which
violence is presented in the media with the concept of violence. For example, in many first-person
shooters it is essential to learn that oil barrels can provide cover if they are empty and they can also be
a tool for killing an opponent if they are filled with oil. This means that the neutral concept of an oil
barrel is associated with aggressive meaning during game play.
If this association was limited to the situation of playing computer games, no effects on aggression
outside the gaming context would be expected. However, if associations acquired during game play
affect thinking and behavior outside the gaming context, another pathway is identified through which
violent media use may affect aggressive behavior. If the player has learned to associate oil barrels with
violence, the sight of an oil barrel in everyday life might prime aggressive cognitions, which, in turn,
could lower the threshold for an aggressive response.
In the present study, we investigated whether the association of violence with neutral background
cues in a video game environment affects the accessibility of aggressive cognitions outside the game
context. We propose that there are two mechanisms involved in the associative learning process that
leads from violent video game play to aggression. The first is that the more violence people encounter
during video game play, the more easily they can activate aggressive cognitions when presented with
an aggressive prime. Such a priming effect of violent video game play has been demonstrated by
several studies in the literature [17–19]. The second mechanism is proposed to work through changing
the underlying semantic memory networks by creating an association between violent cues in the video
game and neutral cues from the game context. As a result of this process, neutral cues are imbued with
aggressive meaning through the association with violent content and thereby facilitate the subsequent
retrieval of aggressive cognitions in the presence of the neutral cues.
To investigate these two processes, habitual media violence exposure was used to assess the long
term effect, while the short term effect of increased availability of aggressive cognitions was
investigated by comparing the playing of a violent computer game with a control task. To test whether
initially neutral cognitions would activate aggressive cognitions, the players of the violent game were
divided into two groups who played the same game in two different settings: (1) in a ship setting or (2)
in a rundown city suburb. The availability of aggressive cognitions was measured using a Lexical
Decision Task which included primes that were related either to cities or to ships. The proposed
associative networks formed during violent video game play in the ship and the city context are
illustrated in Figure 1.
The left-hand panel shows that the violent cues and the two contexts, ship and city, form
independent clusters of associations. After playing a violent video game in the context of a ship,
associations are assumed to be formed between the violent constructs and the ship-related constructs,
as shown in the middle panel. Similarly, for participants playing the violent game in the city context,
associations between violent and the city-related constructs are expected to be formed, as shown in the
right panel.
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Figure 1. Illustration of semantic memory networks. The ovals represent distinct nodes,
while the connecting lines between the nodes represent the associations. The thicker the
lines, the more closely the nodes are connected. Prior to the experiment, there are three
different distinct groups of nodes (a), after playing a level in the ship condition, the
aggressive nodes become associated with ship-related related nodes (b), in the city
condition the aggressive nodes become associated with city-related nodes (c).

Based on this conceptualization of associative networks, three hypotheses were examined in the
current study:
First, it was expected that participants with higher habitual use of violent media would respond
faster to aggressive words in a Lexical Decision Task than participants with low habitual use of violent
media. This hypothesis is based on the assumption that the repeated exposure to violence cues in the
virtual reality of the media increases the chronic salience of aggression-related cognitions, as
evidenced in shorter reaction times for recognizing words with aggressive meaning.
Second, we predicted that participants who played a violent game would respond faster to
aggressive words in a subsequent Lexical Decision Task than participants in the control condition,
because violent video game play is assumed to increase the situational salience of aggressive cognitions.
The third, and central, prediction referred to the proposed association of neutral cues with
aggressive cognitions. It was expected that originally neutral cues in the game environment would
subsequently act as primes for aggressive cognitions. Specifically, we predicted that neutral cues from
the ship context, should become associated with aggressive cognitions and act as a prime for activating
aggressive targets in the Lexical Decision Task for the group playing the ship level, (Figure 1b), while
city-related primes should act as primes for aggressive cognitions in the city condition (Figure 1c).
2. Method
2.1. Participants
Seventy-seven male students with a mean age of M = 24.74 (SD = 4.46) participated in this
experiment. They were recruited via flyers distributed on campus and received either course credit or a
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10 Euro book voucher in return for participation. This study was advertised as a study investigating the
relationship between media use and reaction time. Informed consent was obtained twice, once before
participants registered for the online questionnaire and again before the start of the laboratory session.
2.2. Measures
2.2.1. Media Violence Use
The habitual use of media violence was assessed using the genre approach. Participants indicated on
a scale from (0) never to (4) very often the frequency with which they used each of 37 genres of TV
series, movies, and video games. For each genre, the frequency rating was multiplied by the violence
rating assigned to the genre by independent media experts, who used a scale from (1) non-violent to
(5) very violent. All genres with violence ratings of greater than 2 (n = 26) were averaged into an index
of media violence use, the remaining genres with violence ratings of equal or less than 2 (n = 11) were
averaged into an index of non-violent media use. This genre-based approach to measuring media
violence use was found to be reliable and valid in a cross-cultural study [20].
2.2.2. Aggressive Cognitions
A Lexical Decision Task (LDT) was used to assess aggressive cognitions [21]. In this task,
participants have to decide whether or not a given character string, the target, is a meaningful word.
Before each target, a prime is presented. If the prime leads to a faster reaction time for the target than a
comparison stimulus, it is assumed that the target and the prime are associated. The word and
non-word targets were the same as in [22]. The words were aggressive (e.g., cannon, weapon, knives)
or non-aggressive (flower, summer, meadow) in meaning, the non-words were six-letter strings
(e.g., rahmin, strese, faltar). The primes were specifically chosen for this study. Since one group was
assigned to play a level of a computer game set in the environment of a ship and the other group to
play a level of the same game set in a city, the primes had to be related either to a ship or a city
context. A pilot study was conducted to ensure that each word was only related to one of the two
contexts and that none of the primes were related to aggression. 1
2.3. Procedure
Participants first completed a short online questionnaire to assess their habitual use of violent and
non-violent media, as described above. At the end of the questionnaire, they could register for the
1

The city related words were: AMPEL (traffic light), ASPHALT (asphalt), AUTO (car), BÜROS (offices),
BAUSTELLE (building site), EINKAUFSZENTRUM (shopping mall), GEBÄUDE (building), GESCHÄFT (shop),
HAUS (house), HOCHHAUS (skyscraper), KINO (cinema), LAUT (loud), MAUER (wall), PARKPLATZ (parking
lot), S-BAHN (urban railway), SCHULE (school), SPIELPLATZ (playground), STADTPARK (city park), STRASSE
(street), WERBUNG (advertisement); the ship related words were KAPITÄN (captain), FÄHRE (ferry), KAJÜTE
(cabin), BORD (board), BOOT (boat), WASSER (water), SEEMANN (sailor), MEER (sea), PASSAGIER (passenger),
AMPFER(steamboat), EISBERG (ice berg), MATROSE (sailor), STEUERRAD (wheel), WELLEN (waves), DECK
(deck), FISCH (fish), OZEAN (ocean), SEGEL (sail), ANKER (anchor), BULLAUGE (porthole).
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second, lab-based part of the study. In the lab session, participants were randomly assigned to one of
three groups. Two groups played a level of “Counter-Strike: Source”, set either on a ship or in a
rundown city suburb [23]. Both conditions involved so-called fight yard levels with computer-controlled
opponents, where the player had to survive as long as possible while killing as many computer-controlled
opponents as possible. Each participant played a total of seven rounds, and playing sessions lasted
10 minutes on average. Participants in the control condition were asked to look at pictures of a range of
different cities and indicate whether they would want to live or work in, or travel to, these cities. It was
ensured that the pictures did not contain any violent action or famous landmarks. Finally, all
participants completed the LDT.
2.4. Data Preparation
The data of one participant was excluded from the analysis due to an error rate of 50% in the LDT.
The reaction time data of the remaining 76 participants were transformed using the negative inverse to
ensure a normal distribution of residuals [24,25]. Since the reaction times of the non-words were not
related to any psychological construct of interest in this study the reaction times of these trials were
not analyzed.
3. Results
To test whether the habitual use of violent and non-violent media, displayed in Table 1, differed
between the three experimental conditions, two ANOVAs were conducted that did not yield a
significant condition effect on either violent (F(2,75) = 0.89; n.s.) or non-violent media exposure
(F(2,75) = 0.68; n.s.). Additionally, it was examined whether the players’ in-game behavior differed
between the two game conditions. No significant difference was found in the number of opponents killed
(F(1,46) = 1.11, n.s.) as well as the number of times the participant got killed (F(1,46) = 0.06, n.s.).
Thus, randomization regarding habitual patterns of violent and non-violent media use was successful,
and players encountered similar levels of violence in the two game conditions.
Table 1. Means and standard deviations (SD) for media exposure and in-game behavior.
Variable
Media violence use
Non-violent media use
Number of times player was killed
Number of opponents killed

City Condition
Mean (SD)
7.6 (1.7)
3.6 (0.8)
1.7 (4.7)
7.7 (5.5)

Ship Condition
Mean (SD)
7.6 (1.81)
3.7 (0.68)
1.8 (2.7)
6.2 (4.9)

Control Condition
Mean (SD)
8.2 (2.16)
3.8 (0.95)

Because media violence exposure was a continuous predictor, a mixed effects model rather than an
ANOVA with median split on the media violence use measure was employed for hypothesis testing [26].
This type of model allows us to test for interactions between continuous and discrete predictors.
Discrete variables are tested by contrasts. The transformed reaction times in the LDT were the dependent
variable. The target category (aggressive or non-aggressive words), the prime category (ship- or
city-related), and the game context (ship, city, control) were the independent variables. All interaction
terms were included. Measures of violent and non-violent media use were included as main effects and
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in interaction with the experimental factors. A Helmert contrast was used to compare the three
experimental conditions. The first contrast compared the two computer game conditions with the
control condition to test whether the violent content of the computer game influenced reaction times.
The second contrast compared the two game conditions to establish whether the context on its own,
irrespective of violence, had an effect. The coefficients from this analysis are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Predictors of transformed reaction times.
Predictor
(Intercept)
Target category 1
Prime category 2
Target category × prime category
Media violence use
Non-violent media use
Target category × media violence use
Target category × non-violent media use
Condition contrast 1 3
Condition contrast 2 4
Target category × condition contrast 1
Target category × condition contrast 2
Prime category × condition contrast 1
Prime category × condition contrast 2
Target category × prime category × condition contrast 1
Target category × prime category × condition contrast 2

B [CI]
−1.38 [−1.43–−1.32] ***
0.02 [−0.03–0.07]
0 [−0.01–0.01]
0 [−0.02–0.01]
0.02 [−0.02–0.06]
−0.03 [−0.07–0.02]
−0.02 [−0.04–−0.01] *
0.01 [0.01–0.03]
0.02 [−0.01–0.04]
0.01 [−0.04–0.06]
0.01 [0.00–0.02]
0.00 [−0.02–0.01]
0.00 [−0.01–0.01]
−0.01 [−0.02–0.01]
0.00 [−0.01–0.01]
0.02 [0.01–0.04] *

Note: 1 Target category dummy coded 0 = non-aggressive target, 1 = aggressive target; 2 prime category effect
coded −1 = ship, 1 = city; 3 Condition Contrast 1 = comparing in the mean of the two violent conditions with
the mean of the control condition; 4 Condition Contrast 2 = comparing the two different game conditions,
square brackets are 95% confidence intervals; * p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001.

The first hypothesis predicted an increased availability of aggressive cognitions among participants
scoring high on habitual use of violent media. The interaction between media violence use and target
category indicated significantly shorter reaction times to aggressive target words the more participants
habitually used violent media (b = −0.02; CI = [−0.02–−0.01]; p < 0.05), whereas no effect was found
on the non-aggressive target words. This effect, confirming Hypothesis 1, is displayed in Figure 2. The
situational priming effect of playing a violent video game predicted in Hypothesis 2 was not found.
The first condition contrast, which compared the average of the two violent game conditions with the
control condition, did not show significantly shorter reaction times after violent game play compared
to the control condition (b = 0.00; CI = [−0.01–0.01]; n.s.).
The central hypothesis of this study referred to the comparison of the two game conditions. It was
expected that participants who had played the city level would subsequently respond faster to
aggressive targets preceded by city primes rather than by ship primes, whereas participants in the ship
condition would respond faster to aggressive targets preceded by ship primes rather than by city
primes. No parallel effects should occur for the non-aggressive words. The three-way interaction of
target category, prime category, and ship versus city condition predicted in this hypothesis was
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significant (b = 0.02; CI = [0.01–0.04], p < 0.05). As displayed in Figure 3, the reaction times for
aggressive target words were shorter for participants in the ship condition after a ship prime compared
to a city prime. The opposite pattern was found for the city condition: Participants in the city condition
had shorter reaction times after the city primes than after the ship primes. No effects of the different
primes were found on the non-aggressive target words. This means that the originally neutral context
cues became associated with aggressive cognitions, turning them into primes that facilitated the
accessibility of aggressive target words.
Figure 2. Interaction between habitual media violence use and target category on reaction
times for aggressive target words.

Figure 3. Reaction times in the Lexical Decision Task (LDT) depending on condition,
category of prime, and category of target.
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4. Discussion
This experiment examined the impact of violent video game play on the accessibility of aggressive
cognitions as measured in a Lexical Decision Task. First, it was found that the more time participants
habitually spent using violent media, the faster they were at identifying aggression-related words in a
Lexical Decision Task. This finding suggests that habitual use of violent media increases the salience
of aggressive thoughts, which is reflected in a higher accessibility of aggressive cognitions. The
second hypothesis predicted a parallel effect for participants in the two violent game conditions, for
whom the situational salience of aggressive thoughts should have been increased through playing the
violent game, also leading to faster reaction times for recognizing aggressive words in the Lexical
Decision Task. This effect, however, was not found in the present data. One possible explanation is
that the control condition may have also activated aggressive cognitions to a certain extent. Although
care was taken that the pictures did not contain any violence, participants may have thought about the
potential risk of becoming a victim of crime when considering whether or not they would like to live in
the different cities. To rule out this possibility, the findings need to be replicated using a different control
condition with no possible association to the themes of crime and violence.
The key mechanism proposed and tested in this research referred to the association of neutral cues
from the game context with violence-related constructs elicited by the actions in the game. As
predicted, the neutral contexts of the ship and the city became associated with aggressive meaning, as
demonstrated by the finding that ship- and city-related words served as primes for aggressive thoughts
in the subsequent Lexical Decision Task.
These findings have both conceptual and methodological implications for research on aggressive
cognitions in relation to media violence use. On a theoretical level, the present results show that the
impact of violent media is, at least partially, governed by simple learning rules. While most theories
seeking to explain the impact of violent media use on aggressive behavior [4,18,27] refer to learning
principles, it seems fruitful to broaden the scope beyond the direct effects of associating in-game
violence with aggressive stimuli outside the game context. The indirect effects of associating violent
cues with neutral cues within the game on promoting the activation of aggressive cognitions outside
the game represent an additional pathway. That neutral cues may become primes of aggressive
thoughts outside the game may explain why heavy users of violent media are prone to developing a
hostile attributional style, interpreting ambiguous behaviors as more hostile [28,29] even without the
situational presence of aggressive cues. This transfer effect is likely to be stronger the more
realistically the game environment is designed.
While we are not aware of any previous studies on the association of neutral stimuli with aggressive
cognitions, one study has demonstrated such an association for aggressive behavior [30]. In the
experiment, participants watched either a violent or a non-violent movie, both starring Kirk Douglas.
Afterwards, they had the opportunity of administering electric shocks to a confederate who was either
called Kirk or Bob. In the violent movie condition, the participants administered more electric shocks
to the confederate called Kirk than to the confederate called Bob. No difference was found between the
two names in the non-violent movie condition. This effect can be explained by the process of
associative learning demonstrated in our study. The originally neutral stimulus Kirk had become
associated with aggressive cognitions in the violent movie condition.
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Three limitations of the present study need to be mentioned. One is that the priming effects of
originally neutral cues on aggressive cognitions were not studied in relation to a measure of aggressive
behavior. As a next step, evidence is required that the formation of associations between neutral and
aggressive cognitions may act as the mediating mechanism between media violence use and aggressive
behavior as shown in [30]. The other limitation is that no significant effect of the violent game play
conditions on reaction times for identifying the aggressive words could be found. One possible
explanation is that the comparison task also activated aggressive cognitions since the control condition
used images of large cities, which may have been associated with higher crime rates. Future studies
should rule out this possibility by presenting images of rural areas or small towns or use neutral
material without any implicit reference to the themes of crime and violence. Another explanation of
this effect would be that some participants in the control condition may have been annoyed that they
were not allowed to play a computer game. Although the study was not advertised as involving the
playing of a computer game, it is possible that the participants in the control condition may have talked
to participants in the two video game play conditions prior to participation.
The final limitation is the need for replication of the association between neutral cues and
aggressive cognitions. While there is some research showing that neutral stimuli can trigger aggressive
behavior [30], no other study has investigated this association. Since only one first person shooter with
two different levels was used in the present study, future studies are needed that replicate the effect
across other media contexts.
5. Conclusions
This study has shown that the habitual use of violent media predicts faster accessibility of
aggressive cognitions in a laboratory task. In addition, playing a violent video game associates
neutral cues with aggressive cognitions so that they acquire the status of triggers, or primes, for
aggressive thoughts outside the game context. This implies that the boundary between aggressive and
non-aggressive concepts becomes weaker. Playing violent video games, according to our findings, may
produce associations between neutral and aggressive cognitions, imbuing the neutral cognitions with
aggressive meaning.
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